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Abstract 

This thesis focuses on the question whether the volatility index of the Swiss Market 

Index (VSMI) is an adequate predictor of the future realized volatility. Furthermore, the 

thesis searches for evidence of incremental information within the VSMI in relation to a 

set of model based forecasts (MBFs) which could describe future realized volatility. 

First a theoretical framework, corresponding to the used methodology, is presented. 

Then the VSMI is assessed in terms of error accuracy, predictive power as well as in-

formation content in comparison to generally used models. Additionally, a generalized 

method of moments (GMM) optimization is used to investigate whether there is addi-

tional information contained in the volatility index. The results indicate that the VSMI is 

the best predictor for future volatility and there is evidence that this volatility index 

holds incremental information to the extent of information implied in the used set of 

MBFs. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Since the ground-breaking work of Markowitz (1952) on portfolio selection, expected return 

and volatility are considered the two fundamental variables in modern financial theory. Meas-

ured by the standard deviation or variance of returns, volatility is a simple measure of the total 

risk of financial assets.
1
 Therefore, volatility is a key element in the decision making process 

of investors and traders as well as input to a wide range of financial models.
2
 

One such model is option pricing introduced by Black and Scholes (1973). It provides an easy 

way to calculate the price of a European option which is an essential derivative. Derivatives 

themselves are defined as a financial instrument whose value depends on the values of other, 

more basic, underlying variables.
3
 Regarding the Black-Scholes-Model, the volatility of the 

underlying asset is, beside other inputs, the only variable that can‟t be directly observed on the 

market. Consequently, one needs to forecast the volatility of the underlying asset from the 

date the option starts until the date the option expires in order to fully calculate the price of 

the option. 

Since the volatility and forecasted volatility are viewed as vital model-inputs, due attention 

was given to find models which describe the behaviour of the volatility itself. Numerous 

scholarly articles have been written, describing different approaches to estimate the volatility 

and to take care of its characteristics, such as volatility clustering and leverage effect. These 

features and the corresponding models will be discussed in detail later in this paper. Further-

more, we will take a unique approach in our analysis, focusing on the so called implied vola-

tility. The goal is to determine if the implied volatility contains any additional information 

about the future realized volatility compared to model based forecasts (MBFs). 

                                                 

1 Brooks, 2008, p. 383. 
2 Poon & Granger, 2003, p. 478. 
3 Hull, 2009, p. 1. 
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1.2 Earlier research 

One of the first to investigate whether GARCH models can be used for volatility forecasting 

purposes was Taylor (1986), who was followed by Akgiray (1989). Akgiray (1989) came to 

the conclusion that GARCH constantly performs better than EWMA and models based on 

historical volatility derived from standard deviation of past returns over a fixed interval. Until 

now there has been copious research made in the field of forecasting volatility, and the gen-

eral outcome has not been unanimous. Some studies find no definite results, while other have 

shown opposite results. Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1993) conclude that models based on im-

plied volatility from stock options perform better than MBFs, when trying to predict the vola-

tility of individual stocks. Contrarily Canina and Figlewski (1993) argue that implied volatili-

ty has little explanatory power of the realized volatility on S&P 100 index options. Poon and 

Granger (2003) summarize and compare 93 earlier studies done in the field of volatility fore-

casting. The result of this comparison is that implied volatility is the method, which the ma-

jority of studies find to be most accurate for forecasting volatility. 

In the past, researchers have tried to use other models based on different approaches to find 

forecasting methods that perform better. These methods include historical volatility models 

and, as mentioned above, GARCH type models. Poon (2005) argues that the number of lag 

volatility terms included and the weights assigned to them can be used to divide historical 

volatility models into two different categories; the single state and the regime switching mod-

els. The first category includes, among other models, moving averages and autoregressive 

models.
4
 An example of this category is the Autoregressive Moving Average Model (AR-

MA), which was used by Pong et al. (2004) and showed positives qualities in forecasting. 

They concluded that the ARMA(2,1) performs well when used with realized volatility on the 

foreign exchange market. 

The second group contains a number of different GARCH type models. Researchers have yet 

to reach a final conclusion as to which of these models is optimal for forecasting volatility. 

Some of the more popular models in this group are the GJR-GARCH first introduced by 

Glosten et al. (1993), and the Exponential GARCH (EGARCH) proposed by Nelson (1991). 

Brailsford and Faff (1996) argue that the GJR-GARCH model, compared to the EGARCH 

                                                 

4 Hull, 2009, p 4f. 
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model, is the better and generally the most accurate GARCH model, while Franses and Van 

Dijk (1996) conclude that forecasting by GJR-GARCH cannot be recommended. Finally Tay-

lor (2001) claims that the GJR-GARCH model outdoes a standard GARCH(1,1) model. 

Another topic of discussion that has not been as widely debated during the years is whether 

the implied volatility potentially contains information about the expectation that the affiliated 

parties may have about the future. This question was later investigated by Becker et al. 

(2007), who used the S&P 500 implied volatility index (VIX) to determine whether the ex-

pected volatility implied by option prices contains any incremental information for forecasting 

volatility. They concluded that the VIX does in fact contain information incremental to that 

contained in individual MBFs, but not when the volatility index is compared to a set of MBFs. 

Furthermore, Poon and Granger (2003) conclude that forecasting of financial market volatility 

is possible and that the discussion should move on to focus more on what time period can be 

forecasted successfully and if changes in volatility can be predicted. 

1.3 Problem description 

This paper will generally focus on the Swiss market, because it is one of the most unique 

stock markets in Europe and is especially interesting due to the fact that banks represent a 

bigger part of the Swiss market than in other countries. The Swiss Market Index (SMI) and 

the Volatility Index of the SMI (VSMI), both provided by SIX Swiss Exchange (SIX), are at 

the centre of our interest. Since VSMI data is only available from January 1999, we have a 

maximal given time period of approximately 11 years. 

Based on the work of Poon and Granger (2003) we will investigate if and how well volatility 

can be forecasted for the SMI. By reviewing 93 different papers about volatility forecasting, 

they concluded that most of the papers favour the implied volatility as the most favourable 

method to forecast volatility. However, they also argue that this outcome should not be gener-

alized. This is one reason why we will examine the compatibility of these different approach-

es on the SMI volatility.  

Moreover, we investigate if the VSMI provides any information beyond that which is cap-

tured in the model-based forecasts. The working paper of Becker et al. (2007) is used as a 
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reference to see whether the SMI options markets are capable of expecting movements in vol-

atility unanticipated by MBFs. 

1.4 Purpose 

Our hypothesis is that the VSMI dominates all other MBFs and furthermore contains more 

information than what is captured by the used models. This means that the main purpose of 

the thesis is to investigate and determine the adequacy of using the VSMI for forecasting fu-

ture volatility on the SMI. One part of this study aims to investigate whether the VSMI is the 

best method for forecasting future volatility on the SMI. The second function of the paper is 

to examine whether implied volatility contains additional information when compared to the 

set of MBFs. 

1.5 Problem delimitation 

The only major delimitation we face is the method used to compute the realized volatility. As 

we will describe later, intraday data is needed in order to avoid biases in the realized volatili-

ty. Due to the fact that this data is not easily accessible, we were forced to use daily low and 

high data of the SMI to compute the daily realized volatility.  

1.6 Disposition 

The structure of the paper will be as follows: the necessary theoretical background will be 

presented in chapter two, giving the reader the opportunity to fully understand the theories 

that are applied to our empirical observations. We will start by explaining different types of 

volatility and continue with their characteristics, before we introduce the models and 

measures that will be used further along in the thesis. In chapter three, we will describe what 

tests we will use and how they are executed, followed by a motivation and discussion of the 

methodology. Chapter four will explain what data will be used and what characteristics the 

raw data contains. We will also discuss the indices used and explain how these are calculated. 

In chapter five we present the results of the performed tests as well as discuss the interpreta-

tion of these results. Finally, in chapter six, we draw conclusions from our results and discuss 

what further research can be conducted in this particular field of finance. 
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2 Theoretical background 

This section of the thesis will give a very basic overview of the fundamental theory. We try to 

give an insight into the different volatility types and how they can be forecasted. Additionally, 

we discuss ways of evaluating the quality of a forecast and how to look for evidence of addi-

tional information in the implied volatility in relation to the realized volatility.  

In our thesis we generally use continuously compounded returns as shown in equation (1) 

instead of arithmetic returns. On the one hand this has the simple advantage that the returns 

are capable of being totalled and on the other hand longer time series are, in theory, more like-

ly to be normally distributed.
5
 Equation (2) shows the mean of the compounded returns. 

 
     (

  

    
)               (1) 

  ̅  
∑  
 

  
∑(           )

 
  

         

 
 (2) 

2.1 Types of volatility 

2.1.1 Historical volatility 

As stated before, in finance, the volatility often refers to the variance, σ
2
, or standard devia-

tion, σ, of returns. The standard deviation is simply the square root of the variance. Equation 

(3) describes the variance computed from a set of observations where  ̅ represents the mean 

return. 

  ̂  
 

   
∑(    ̅) 

 

   

 (3) 

2.1.2 Realized volatility 

Figlewsky (2004) states that the sample average return,  ̅, is a very noisy estimate of the true 

parameter μ. He argues that this could lead to a bias in the estimation of the volatility. As 

equation (2) shows, the mean is not dependent on the available observations. Only the first 

                                                 

5 Steiner & Bruns, 2002, p. 54f. 
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and the last observations have effect on the accuracy of the estimation. Other researchers, 

such as Black (1976), recommend to just assume a value for the mean rather than trying to 

estimate the mean from the data. Perry (1982) calculated the monthly volatility simply by 

summing the squared daily returns, which implies an assumed mean of zero.  

Additionally, the general availability of high-frequency observations allowed researchers to 

find an advanced way to measure volatility. Finally, Andersen et al. (2001) and Barndorff-

Nielsen and Shepard (2004) developed an estimator for ex post realized variance called real-

ized volatility. Generally, the realized volatility is estimated by summing the squared intraday 

high-frequency returns. In theory, the realized volatility should be free from measurement 

error as the sampling frequency of the returns approach infinity. Andersen et al. (2001) argue 

that in practice the realized volatility should be estimated by using a 5-minute return horizon. 

This should moderate the contamination of market microstructure frictions, including price 

discreteness, infrequent trading and the bid-ask bounce. 

Nevertheless, since intraday data is not easily accessible and also expensive, we calculate the 

daily realized volatility by high and low values of the daily stock price. Equation (4) shows 

how the realized volatility is computed for the SMI. 

        (
         

        
) (4) 

2.1.3 Implied volatility 

As stated above, volatility is the only input variable to the Black-Scholes pricing model, that 

can‟t be observed at the market. Equations (5) to (8) provide the mathematical framework of 

the famous pricing model. The variable c represents the European call price, p is the European 

put price, S0 is the stock price at time zero, K is the strike price, r continuously compounded 

risk-free rate, σ is the stock price volatility and T is the time to maturity of the option. The 

function N(x) is the cumulative probability distribution function for a standardized normal 

distribution. 

      (  )        (  ) (5) 

         (   )     (   ) (6) 
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      √  

(8) 

Instead of using the volatility as input variable, traders often use the, in options implied, vola-

tility to infer the volatility of the underlying stock. The implied volatility is therefore used to 

monitor the market‟s opinion about the volatility of a certain stock. Yet there is no method to 

derive the volatility from the Black-Scholes pricing model and to express the implied volatili-

ty as a function.
6
 

2.2 Characteristics of volatility 

Volatility has many different characteristics that may have an impact when using observations 

to forecast future volatility. Diebold et al. (1998) discuss the impact of such factors as current 

level of volatility, how long of a period you need to forecast and the intensity of volatility. 

Other factors that may affect the outcome of the forecasting models is the volatility clustering, 

leverage effect and the relationship between volatility and strike price, also known as the 

volatility smile. This will be further discussed below. 

2.2.1 Volatility clustering 

Mandelbrot (1963) was the first to conclude that “large changes tend to be followed by large 

changes, of either sign, and small changes tend to be followed by small changes”. This pattern 

of varying volatility over time can be seen in most financial returns series. Connolly and Sti-

vers (2005) investigated this and found that two possible reasons for volatility clustering are 

new information being available on the market and the level of uncertainty. These seem to be 

two logical explanations since equities tend to be more volatile around the time when their 

financial reports are released. To be able to account for this volatility characteristic, there is a 

need for models that take this behaviour into consideration. Such models will be presented in 

the coming chapters. 

                                                 

6 Hull, 2009, p. 296f. 
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2.2.2 Leverage effect 

As Bouchaud et al. (2001) explain, the leverage effect can be described as the negative corre-

lation that can be observed between past returns and future volatility. This is empirically 

shown when the conditional variance is more strongly affected by a negative shock in an an-

tecedent period than a positive shock. They further argue that this correlation is different be-

tween individual stocks and equity indices. For stock indices the correlation is stronger than 

for individual stocks. However, the correlation seems to decay faster. 

2.2.3 Volatility smile 

According to Hull (2009) the theory of volatility smiles builds upon the ideas of the Black-

Scholes model. Following the Black-Scholes model, put-call parity is used to show the rela-

tionship between put and call prices of an option. The put-call parity between two options 

with an underlying asset q, including dividend yield, on the asset is 

      
            (9) 

Assuming that, pBS and cBS are the values of European put and call options that holds for the 

Black-Scholes model at a particular level of the volatility. This naturally means that for the 

two options we have the following relationship 

        
              (10) 

Put-call parity assumes that arbitrage is not possible. This means that put-call parity for two 

options can be translated into options which hold for the market, so that 

         
               (11) 

By combining equation (10) and (11), we get 

                   (12) 

Supposing that the Black-Scholes model holds, this means that the pricing error, when pricing 

a European put option, should be exactly the same as the pricing error, when used to price a 

European call option with the same time to maturity and strike price. The volatility used to 

price the options should therefore be the same when strike price and maturity is applied to-

gether with a given implied volatility. 
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The conclusion that can be drawn from this is that the relationship between strike price and 

time to maturity, also known as the volatility smile, is the same for calls and puts and that the 

volatility term structure also must be the same for the two. Rubinstein (1985) was the first to 

study the volatility smile in equities, concluding that the volatility decreases as the strike price 

increases. This relationship for equities can be seen in figure 1 below. 

Figure 1 - Volatility smile for equities 

 

2.2.4 Distribution characteristics 

Theodossiou (2000) has, among others, concluded that distributions of log-returns of financial 

assets such as equities show unique characteristics such as skewness and leptokurtosis. Skew-

ness implies that one of the distribution‟s tails will be longer than the other. Leptokurtosis, on 

the other hand, means that the distribution of log-returns of a stock has fat tails and exhibits a 

thinner but higher peak at the mean. According to Hull (2007) the volatility smile for equity 

options follows an implied probability distribution. Figure 2 shows that this distribution ex-

hibits the very same leptokurtosis and skewness as for other financial assets. The implied dis-

tribution has a heavier left tail than the right one and has an excess peakness at the mean. 
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Figure 2 - Implied distribution and lognormal distribution for equity options 

 

2.3 Modelling volatility 

2.3.1 Naїve models 

One of the most basic models one can use for forecasting the future volatility is simply to take 

the historical realized volatility and apply as a forecast. This means that the model does not 

take into consideration the time varying characteristics of volatility. The naïve model used in 

this thesis builds upon the calculated realized volatility for the last 30 days. A further discus-

sion of the calculation of realized volatility is found in 2.1.2. Applying this on a 30 day period 

gives the average daily volatility equation as: 

  ̂   
∑   

 
 (13) 

where      in this paper. 

2.3.2 Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) 

A model that lets the current variable y depend on only the past values of the same variable y 

plus an error term is called an autoregressive (AR) model. An AR(p) model with p lags, can 

be expressed as: 
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       ∑  

 

   

        (14) 

An even simpler model is the Moving Average (MA) model, where the dependent variable y 

only depends on current and past values of a white noise disturbance term. A white noise pro-

cess is defined in (15) and an MA(q), where q is the number of lags, is denoted in equation 

(16). 

 

 (  )     

   (  )    
  

     {   
        

              
  

(15) 

 

      ∑         

 

   

 (16) 

As Brooks (2008) explains, an Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model is construct-

ed by combining the models in equation (14) and (16). This model uses both the previous val-

ues of the dependent variable as well as a combination of current and previous values of a 

white noise error term. The ARMA model demonstrates characteristics both from the auto-

regressive and moving average parts, showing both a geometrically decaying autocorrelation 

function and geometrically decaying partial autocorrelation function. The AR(p) process be-

comes dominant only after q lags, since this is when the autocorrelation function stops de-

pending on the MA(q). An ARMA model can be explained by the following formulation: 

  ( )      ( )   (17) 

where 

  ( )           
       

  (18) 

and 

  ( )           
       

  (19) 

where the mean of an ARMA process is given by: 
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  (  )  
 

            
 (20) 

Choosing the correct number of lag variables can be a rather time-consuming task; therefore 

we choose to use the model argued by Pong et al. (2004). They argue that the ARMA model 

most suitable for forecasting purposes is the ARMA(2,1), since the two autoregressive lags 

can confine the longer lasting periods of volatility. 

A problem that often appears in ARMA-type models is non-stationarity. This means that there 

is at least one unit root present in the autoregressive part of the autoregressive process.
7
 To 

test for this, Dickey and Fuller (1979) developed a test to decide whether a unit root is present 

or not. In brief, the test is performed by estimating the following regression: 

             (21) 

The null hypothesis that    , and the one-sided alternative that    . The test can then be 

augmented to include p lags of the dependent variable.
8
 

2.3.3 Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) 

The ARIMA model is related to ARMA. The difference, denoted by the I in the acronym, is 

that the characteristic equation has a root on the unit circle. This condition is also known as an 

integrated autoregressive process. An ARMA(p,q) model in which the variable is differenced 

d number of times is equivalent to an ARIMA(p,d,q) model on the original data.
9
 As Enders 

(2004) explains, the first difference of any ARIMA(p,1,q) series has the stationary infinite-

order moving average representation: 

             ∑    

 

   

 (22) 

when 

                              (23) 

                                                 

7 Campbell, Lo & MacKinlay, 1997, p. 64-65. 
8 Brooks, 2008, p. 327-329. 
9 Brooks, 2008, p. 233. 
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2.3.4 Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (ARCH) 

The assumption that the variance of errors is constant might not be applicable in the field of 

finance. Since errors in financial time series tend to vary over time, researchers felt for a long 

time that there was a need for a model which has an adaptable error variance. Engle (1982) 

was the first to present such a model, calling it an Autoregressive Conditionally Heteroscedas-

ticity (ARCH) model. This article was the beginning of a whole new era of models.  

As mentioned above, it is important to understand the time varying random variable ut and its‟ 

conditional variance. Brooks (2008) argues that to fully understand the ARCH model, one 

should first divide the definition into conditional and unconditional variance of the random 

variable. When assumed that  (  )   , the conditional variance of ut is: 

   
     (  |            )   ,  

 |          - (24) 

This means that the conditional variance of a zero mean normally distributed random variable 

ut is equal to the conditional expected value of ut. When this conditional variance is used in a 

full-scale ARCH model, the second part of the model is used to estimate the conditional mean. 

This equation basically describes how the dependent variable yt varies over time. With both 

parts of the models stated next to each other, the complete ARCH model is: 

                            (25) 

where      (    
 ) and with the conditional variance expressed as: 

   
           

        
          

  (26) 

This is known as an ARCH(q) model. 

2.3.5 Generalized ARCH (GARCH) 

It did not take long until researchers found severe flaws in ARCH-type models. One big diffi-

culty that the GARCH-family of models solves is the problem of overfitting. It has always 

been one of the biggest challenges when estimating ARCH models to decide how many lags 

of the squared residual term to include. Bollerslev (1986) and Taylor (1986) found a solution 

when they presented the GARCH model. Since this model was first presented, researchers 

have developed the GARCH model further with vital additions and alterations to the original 

formula.  
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As Campbell et al. (1997) explain, the GARCH model allows the conditional variance to be 

dependent on its‟ previous own lags. The conditional variance equation of a simple 

GARCH(1,1) model is provided in equation (22): 

   
         

       
  (27) 

This model can now be extended to a GARCH(p,q), where p is the number of lags of the con-

ditional variance and q is the number of lags of the squared error. This gives the following 

formulation of the conditional variance: 

 
  

     ∑      
  ∑      

 

 

   

 

   

 (28) 

When put into the full scale model, a GARCH(p,q) has the following appearance:  

         (29) 

 
  

     ∑      
  ∑      

 

 

   

 

   

 (30) 

     (    
 ) (31) 

One of the drawbacks of this GARCH(p,q) model is the possible problem of negative volatili-

ty. This means that the estimated volatility in a GARCH(p,q) model can be smaller than zero, 

which is meaningless. To solve this problem, one possible method is to impose non-negativity 

constraints so that all model coefficients are required to be non-negative. Another drawback is 

the lack of possibility to account for leverage effects which are discussed in section 2.2.2.
10

 

2.3.6 Exponential GARCH (EGARCH) 

Nelson (1991) presents a model that is known as the Exponential GARCH (EGARCH). This 

model has many advantages in comparison to the original GARCH model. Most importantly, 

the conditional variance   
  will be positive regardless if the parameters are positive or nega-

tive.
11

 This is due to the modelling of log(  
 ). EGARCH makes it thus unnecessary to impose 

non-negativity constraints on the model parameters. A second important advantage is that the 

EGARCH can adapt to asymmetries. If the relationship between volatility and returns is nega-

                                                 

10 Brooks, 2008, p. 404. 
11 Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay, 1997, p. 487-488. 
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tive, , will be negative.
12

 The conditional variance equation of an EGARCH can be described 

as: 

   (  
 )        (    

 )   
    

√    
 

  [
    

√    
 

 √
 

 
] (32) 

where the volatility clustering effect is captured by the parameter α, while the leverage effect 

is obtained by γ. Henceforth, the asymmetrical effect is not quadratic but exponential, which 

means that if     then there is a leverage effect.
13

 

2.4 Quality evaluation of forecasts 

2.4.1 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 

To be able to determine which model actually is the best at forecasting volatility, we will use 

different quality evaluation measures, one of them being Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). 

The RMSE builds upon the Mean Squared Error (MSE) measure, and is simply the root of 

this model. As the MSE, the RMSE aggregates the residuals into one single measure of pre-

dictive power.
14

 The measure can be explained as: 

       √
 

  (    )
∑(         )

 
 

    

 (33) 

where T is total sample size, including both in-sample and out-of-sample observations. T1 is 

the first out-of-sample forecast observation and ft,s is an s-step ahead forecast of a variable 

made at time t. 

2.4.2 Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 

Another measure of the quality of forecast is the Mean Absolute Error. It measures the aver-

age absolute forecast error. As with the other quality measures, it is important to use the out-

                                                 

12 Brooks, 2008, p. 406. 
13 For a further discussion regarding the EGARCH, see for example Nelson (1991) or Liu and Morley (2009). 
14 Brooks, 2008, p. 252. 
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comes of the measures for comparison between different forecasting models, and not to the 

values of the measures individually. MAE is depicted as: 

 
    

 

  (    )
∑|         |

 

    

 (34) 

2.4.3 Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) 

Building on the MAE measure, Mean Absolute Percentage Error is the third quality measure 

we will use in this thesis. Recommended by Makridakis (1993), the MAPE has advantages 

compared to the MSE such as that the outcome can be interpreted as a percentage error. The 

MAPE equation is defined as: 
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 (35) 

2.4.4 Adjusted Mean Absolute Percentage Error (AMAPE) 

Both MAE and MSE can experience problems with asymmetry between the actual and the 

forecasted values. This problem is solved by the AMAPE measure.
15

 AMAPE is expressed as: 
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 (36) 

2.4.5 Theil-U statistic 

Theil (1966) presented the less commonly used U-statistic. The U-statistic shows how the 

model in question performs in comparison to the benchmark model. A value of one indicates 

that the considered model and the benchmark model perform equally well. If the value is be-

low one, this means that the model is more accurate than the benchmark. The Theil-U metric 

can be expressed as: 

                                                 

15 Brooks, 2008, p. 253. 
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Where fbt,s is the forecast obtained from a benchmark model.
16

 

2.4.6 LINEX 

Discussed by Varian (1975), Zellner (1986) and Christoffersen and Diebold (1997) for exam-

ple, the LINEX loss function is given by: 
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where  is a given parameter. The unique aspect of the LINEX loss function is that positive 

errors are weighted differently from the negative errors as Yu (2002) explains. If  > 0, this 

mean that the LINEX loss function is about linear for  ̂ 
    

    and exponential for 

 ̂ 
    

   . It is thus an asymmetric quality measure that needs to be taken into account 

when applied. 

3 Methodology 

In this section, we provide an explanation for how the questions will be investigated. We start 

by addressing the issues of matching time horizons and how to forecast realized volatility. 

The discussion moves on to how to investigate the forecast quality and determine if the im-

plied volatility contains any additional information in relation to MBFs. Finally, we present a 

discussion regarding the choice of method and some criticism of it. To investigate the dis-

cussed problems, we use EViews 6. The source code of the used program is given in the ap-

pendix.  

                                                 

16 Brooks, 2008, p. 255. 
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3.1 Matching time horizons 

As partly shown in chapter 2.3, there are a number of different models that can be used to 

analyse and forecast volatility. Before we define which models we use to model the realized 

volatility of the SMI we first want to introduce a basic rule which we follow.  

As described above, the VSMI bases its volatility calculations on a 30-day basis but is ex-

pressed as a yearly volatility, which will be explained closely in chapter 4.3. This means that, 

if we want to compare this volatility index to MBFs, some adjustments have to be made. 

To make the data comparable, we first transform the VSMI into daily volatility. Second, we 

create MBFs for each day, for 30 days ahead, in order to calculate the average daily volatility 

over that time period. And, finally, we introduce a 30-day average value for the computed 

realized volatility. These adjustments allow us to compare the forecasts and the realized vola-

tility with the volatility index.  

3.2 Forecasting realized volatility 

After calculating the realized volatility by using the natural logarithm of daily high and low 

prices, as shown in the theoretical part, we now want to go further into the details on how we 

estimate our future realized volatility. 

The fact that we use historical data spanning from January 4
th

 1999 to April 1
st
 2010 for our 

calculations, leads us to the question of the window sizes for our estimation. One would agree 

that it is not useful to estimate a model over a multiple-year time period to then forecast just a 

few days. We therefore decided to estimate the models over a time period of 252 observa-

tions, which represents a year. These models are, as suggested by Brooks (2008), used to 

forecast an out-of-sample period of 30 days. To cover the whole data range, a rolling window 

approach will be used for the total sample period, meaning that the start and end date of the 

in-sample is flexible and successively moves as new 30-day forecasts are made. The general 

case for the forecasts is shown in figure 3 below, where        and       . The first 

252 observations are used as the first in-sample-period for the first estimation and the last 30 

observations are used as the out-of-sample period for the last estimation, which results in a 

total number of 2551 estimations per model. 
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Figure 3 - Estimation periods 

 

Following Pong et al. (2004), the first model we use to forecast the realized volatility is the 

simple ARMA(2,1) model. Since the contained MA(1) part of the model dies out after a one-

day forecast, a multiple-day-ahead forecast would lead to a decreasing estimated volatility. To 

work around this drawback we simply forecast one day at a time, assemble the forecasted 

volatility into the rolling window, drop the last observation and re-estimate the model. In that 

way it is possible to generate 30 forecasts. The reader should be aware that the original data is 

not altered and after the 30 forecasts are transformed to the average 30-day-ahead value, the 

rolling window is placed back to then move just by one observation. Another drawback is that 

the ARMA(2,1) model could forecast negative realized volatilities. Again, we try to compen-

sate this problem and set a negative forecast to zero. 

In Chapter 5.1 one can see that the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test suggests unit roots 

in 201 estimation attempts. Therefore we follow Brooks (2008) and try to overcome this prob-

lem by forecasting the realized volatility with an ARIMA(1,1,1) model even though Chu 

(1978) does not find the model very accurate for longer forecasts. Again, to work around the 

problem of the dying MA(1) process, we use the same approach as described above and re-

estimate the model with another rolling-window to create more accurate forecasts of the real-

ized volatility. 

The last model we use to estimate the realized volatility is of the family of the Autoregressive 

Conditional Heteroscedasticity (ARCH) models. Since the Generalized ARCH (GARCH) 

model would probably give negative values for the variance, we therefore decided to use the 

Exponential Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (EGARCH) model. 

 In-sample estimation period 

for t
th

 estimation 

(rolling window) 
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3.3 Investigating the forecast quality 

To be able to conclude the quality of the forecast, we will use theoretical analysis methods 

such as Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Absolute 

Percentage Error (MAPE) and Adjusted Mean Absolute Percentage Error (AMAPE). Fur-

thermore, more advanced, less commonly used performance measures, namely the Theil-U 

statistic and the LINEX loss function to investigate the quality of our forecasts. Since the 

Theil-U statistic computes the performance of a forecast in relation to a reference, we use a 

very simple Naïve model as a benchmark. This Naïve model computes the current value simp-

ly by the average of the last 30-day observations. 

3.4 Predictive power and information content 

It is important to see how well the forecasts actually correspond to the actual future observa-

tions to be able to fully determine the sufficiency of a model. One way of doing this is to es-

timate a regression where the independent variable is the forecasted value, and the dependent 

variable is the realized volatility for the date which is forecasted. To evaluate the accuracy of 

the forecast, one can look at the    and compare it to the outcomes of other models. This 

method can be used as one way of determining which model is the best at forecasting volatili-

ty. A simple regression fulfilling this purpose is as follows: 

   ̅̅ ̅̅
         ̂     (39) 

where   ̅̅ ̅̅
     is the average realized volatility over 30 days,  ̂  is the average 30-day forecast 

at time t and    is the error term.  

When performing this method for investigating the best forecast model, there is always a risk 

of facing correlated residuals and/or heteroscedasticity. For example, Christensen and Prabha-

la (1998), Fleming et al. (1995) and Fleming (1998) all experience these problems of biased 

estimators. The Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method that is used to obtain the value of the 

regression is only an efficient estimator if these problems are non-existent. A solution to this 

problem is to correct the standard errors as proposed by Newey &West (1987). 

To test whether the forecasting models contain useful information, one can adjust the simple 

regression used above, resulting in: 
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           ̂     (40) 

where  ̂  is the forecasted volatility at time t and       is the realized volatility one day ahead. 

The idea behind the regression is to determine whether the forecasted volatility today says 

anything about the realized volatility of tomorrow. It is constructed first and foremost for this 

purpose and not for determining the accuracy of the forecasts. We will perform this test on all 

forecasting models and then rank the models based on the outcome. 

The regression is estimated by using OLS as well as the very same method as used above pre-

sented by Newey & West (1987) in order to correct the standard errors. The result is then de-

picted by the slope coefficient  , and if     there is a positive relationship between the 

forecasted volatility of today and the realized volatility of tomorrow. 

3.5 Additional information in VSMI 

In the last part of this paper, we will investigate whether the VSMI contains information in-

cremental to that captured by MBFs. Following the approach of Becker et al. (2007), we di-

vide the VSMI into two components. The first component is a parameter containing the same 

information as can be found in the combination of MBFs called      
   . The other compo-

nent is a parameter containing any other information that can be useful for forecasting pur-

poses called      
 . This means that the VSMI can be expressed as: 

            
         

  (41) 

This is made to ensure orthogonality between      
 

 and   . One can use a linear projection 

to map       into    with      
          , where   is the projection matrix of the 

stacked volatility forecasts as well as the current realized volatility of the SMI in     Becker 

et al. (2007) further explain that      
  is given by            

   , which by definition 

is orthogonal to the elements in   . This can also be regarded in practical terms as a linear 

regression: 

                  (42) 

with 

      
     ̂   ̂     (43) 

and 
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    ̂ (44) 

If the volatility index encompassed all of the information in the MBFs one would expect 

     
  to not contain any incremental information and to be orthogonal to future realized vol-

atility. In that case      
    forecasts future volatility equally well as      . The authors 

argue that a number of strategies can be used to implement the orthogonality test between the 

future realized volatility and      . Since Harvey and Newbold (2000) argue that an OLS 

regression of      
  as the independent and future realized volatilities as an independent var-

iable followed by a F-test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient of the future realized vola-

tilities is zero, is just applicable for short-term forecasts, we decide to directly use a GMM 

optimization, which is used by Becker et al. (2007) to verify their results. 

A GMM estimate of   (      )  in equation (42) minimizes       , where   

   (  ( )   ) is a      vector of moment conditions,   is a     weighting matrix and    

is a vector of instruments. One can now choose   to be the variance-covariance matrix of the 

  moment condition in   to be able to minimize coefficient variances, this according to Ham-

ilton (1994), among others. 

To see if the residuals in (42) are uncorrelated with elements in   , one can perform the test 

for overidentifying restrictions        , with a distribution of   (     ( )), where   

is the number of instruments and    ( )is the number of estimators. Whenever      ( ), 

the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and the residuals are thus uncorrelated with the ele-

ments in   .    was constructed to include the MBFs in   , in combination with the infor-

mation regarding future realizations of volatility       ,    (  
        

 ) . 

The future realizations of volatility in        capture information regarding actual realization 

of volatility during the 30 trading days following time t. It is also reasonable to include RV 

over shorter horizons to test if the VSMI holds incremental information in respect to shorter 

horizons. So we define        as follows: 

        *  ̅̅ ̅̅
      ̅̅ ̅̅

      ̅̅ ̅̅
       ̅̅ ̅̅

       ̅̅ ̅̅
       ̅̅ ̅̅

       ̅̅ ̅̅
    + (45) 

where   ̅̅ ̅̅
    is the average realized volatility between t+1 and t+j. Furthermore, Becker et. al 

(2007) suggest the investigation of additional information within the volatility index regarding 
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the changes of volatility. Therefore we define another set of instruments, shown in the equa-

tion below. 

         *   ̅̅ ̅̅
       ̅̅ ̅̅

       ̅̅ ̅̅
        ̅̅ ̅̅

        ̅̅ ̅̅
        ̅̅ ̅̅

        ̅̅ ̅̅
    + (46) 

where    ̅̅ ̅̅
    is the average realized volatility between t+1 and t+j minus the realized volatili-

ty at time t. 

The   test was used to test the null hypothesis that      
  is orthogonal to all elements in   , 

which is equivalent to that the       is not containing any incremental information relevant 

to the future realizations of volatility. 

3.6 Choice of method 

Poon and Granger (2003) compared different studies of volatility models to investigate which 

models generally gave better forecasts. The outcome of their research paper is not completely 

unanimous, which is why this paper uses different estimators to see which one can explain the 

data in the best way. However, the article states a number of different models to be signifi-

cantly more popular in the literature than others, which is why we have chosen to use these 

models for analysing and forecasting the data. To be able to determine if there is relevant in-

formation in the forecasted volatility, we will follow the approach of Becker et al. (2007), 

which examines the S&P 500 implied volatility index (VIX). They conclude that the implied 

volatility contains no additional information compared to a set of MBFs. Therefore, our inten-

tion is to investigate if this is true for the Swiss stock market. 

3.7 Criticism of the method 

There are some obvious problems when choosing this methodology for forecasting volatility. 

The choice of time period will undoubtedly affect the results, as Diebold et al. (1998) discuss. 

A crisis that has been described as the worst crisis since the Great Depression
17

 will affect the 

results and the chosen forecast period making the results more difficult to interpret than if a 

stabile period was used.  

                                                 

17 see WSJ 2008-09-08 “Worst Crisis Since „30s, With No End Yet in Sight”. 
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The method might also been more efficient if the forecasting period was divided into a “nor-

mal” period with lower levels of volatility and an “exceptional” period with more volatile 

observations. This method would enable the models to be used on two different scenarios and 

thus a deeper analysis could be made.  

Finally, more econometric models could be used for forecasting and examining the data to 

further support our results. 

4 Data description 

This chapter will provide an insight on the data used in this paper. SMI and the VSMI will 

also be briefly introduced to give the reader a deeper understanding of the background and 

conditions of the Swiss Market. 

4.1 General data description 

The observation period starts on January 4
th

 1999 and ends on April 1
st
 2010, totalling more 

than 11 years. The data for the SMI and VSMI was both provided by the Thomson Reuters 

Datastream database. We obtain daily high and low prices for the SMI to be able to calculate 

the realized volatility and daily close prices for the VSMI. After removing holidays and other 

non-trading days, the total number of daily observations sums up to 2832. 

The reason for starting in 1999 is simply that data from the VSMI is only available this far 

back. However, the number of observations should still be sufficient to perform the intended 

hypothesis tests. The observations include more fluctuant times such as the dot-com bubble, 

as well as the strong positive market trend in the middle of the decade. Both the SMI and the 

VSMI indices are provided by SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd (hereafter SIX). 

4.2 Swiss Market Index (SMI) 

The SMI is the most important stock index in Switzerland. It represents the 20 largest equities 

and covers around 85 % of the total capitalization of the Swiss equity market. The composi-

tion of the index is reviewed once a year, meaning that firms that have lost their position as 
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one of the 20 largest equities will be swapped against another equity. The annual rankings are 

based on both turnover and capitalization.
18

 

Calculation of the index is made in real time, so that every new transaction that is made relat-

ing a stock on the SMI will induce the index to change. The index was standardized on June 

30
th

 1988 at 1 500 points, and is calculated by only taking the tradable portion of the shares 

into consideration. It is also capital-weighted, so that the largest firms affect the index more 

than the relatively small firms.
19

 

4.3 VSMI as a volatility index 

First introduced on April 20
th

 2005, the Volatility Index on the SMI (VSMI) makes it possible 

for investors to trade pure volatility on the SMI. For statistical purposes, the VSMI is calcu-

lated back to January 4
th

 1999. The index is calculated by using a replicating portfolio that 

responds directly to volatility changes. 

The VSMI uses the very same estimation methods as other volatility indices such as the 

VSTOXX and the VDAX-NEW. It utilizes implicit variances to all Eurex-traded SMI options 

of the same durations and is regulated on the basis of a constant residual term of 30 days.
20

 

The maximum time of the options to expiration is two years, while the VSMI is calculated on 

the basis of eight expiry months.  

Besides the main index VSMI, SIX also provides sub-indices for each time to expiration of 

the SMI options ranging from one month up to two years, which are calculated and distributed 

for all models. All options available are used when calculating these sub-indices, and are 

based on the best ask and best bid on each of these options in the Eurex system.
21

 

To obtain the main index, one uses linear interpolation of the two sub-indices that together 

enclose a remaining period of 30 days to expiration for the VSMI. This means that the main 

                                                 

18 SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd., 2010a, p. 4. 
19 SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd., 2010a, p. 4. 
20 SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd., 2010b, p. 1. 
21 SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd., 2009, p. 1. 
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index does not expire and that the estimation method helps to decrease effects that typically 

result in strong volatility fluctuation the closer the options come to expiration.
22

  

Each sub-index is estimated until two days prior to expiration. SIX disseminates each new 

sub-index for the first time on the second day of trading of the relevant SMI options. This 

results in the calculation of the VSMI main index to be expressed as:
23
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(47) 

where     is the time to expiration of the i
th

 best bid and best ask of all SMI-options (OSMI), 

     is the time to expiration of the (i+1)
th

 OSMI,    is the time for next x days and      is 

the time for a standard year. 

When comparing the historical developments of the SMI and the VSMI, one can see that the 

indices show a highly negative correlation. The two indices are compared in figure 4 where 

the SMI is depicted in given points while the VSMI is in percentages.  

                                                 

22 SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd., 2009, p. 2. 
23 SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd., 2009, p. 8. 
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Figure 4 - SMI and VSMI 

 

4.4 Descriptive Statistics 

To verify that the data does not contain too many errors, we conduct a graphic inspection. To 

further see the characteristics of this particular set of observations, the realized volatility is 

calculated for a better overview. Figure 5 provides a time series view of the daily realized 

volatility of the SMI. The 2832 observations show both, periods of high volatility, such as the 

time period from the middle of 2002 to the middle of 2003 or from the end of 2007 to the 

middle of 2009, as well as periods of lower volatility, such as in 2004 and 2005.  

Figure 5 - SMI daily realized volatility – time series view 

 

This distribution of the realized volatility shows the typical characteristics of a financial times 

series as discussed in 2.2.4. The observations have a mean of the realized volatility of 1,43%. 

A normal distribution has a kurtosis of 3, while the kurtosis of the distribution in figure 6 has 
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a value at almost 13 implying fat-tails.
24

 The skewness of the SMI daily realized volatility is 

around 2,5, while a normal distribution should have a skewness of 0.
25

 

Figure 6 - SMI daily realized volatility - descriptive statistics 

 

Figure 7 shows the 30-day ahead average realized volatility of the SMI. When comparing this 

figure to figure 5, it is clear that this figure shows a lower volatility in general. The highest 

peak of the 30-day average is at the end of 2008, while the daily realized volatility shows its‟ 

highest value during the fall of 2002.  

Figure 7 - SMI 30-day realized volatility average - time series view 

 

The distribution of the 30-day calculated realized volatility average also shows the character-

istics of a financial time series as in figure 8. However, both the skewness and kurtosis are 

lower, while the mean is approximately the same as the mean of the daily realized volatility 

                                                 

24 Campbell, Lo & MacKinlay, 1997, p. 16. 
25 Brooks, 2002, p. 161. 
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average. The standard deviations of the two distributions are similar, with a value of about 

0,009 for both the daily realized volatility and the 30-day realized volatility. 

Figure 8 - SMI 30-day realized volatility average - descriptive statistics 

 

5 Empirical results 

5.1 Descriptive statistics of rolling estimation period 

The descriptive statistics in this chapter differ from the ones provided in Chapter 4.4, in both 

length and placement of the observation window. The data characteristics above were com-

puted for an observation window, reaching from December 29
th

 1999 to February 18
th

 2010, 

while the following descriptive statistics apply on the rolling window of 252 daily observa-

tions. Moreover, the characteristics for the rolling window were calculated 2551 times to get a 

better understanding of the behaviour of the SMI during a one-year period. 

Table 1 below describes the realized volatility of the SMI. One can see that the realized vola-

tility ranges from 0,282% to 9,93% and that the mean realized volatility varies from 0,43% to 

5,70%. Since we know that the volatility on financial markets is not constant over time, this 

outcome was expected. If we take a look at the distribution parameters of the realized volatili-

ty, it gets clear that the distribution is leptokurtic and positively skewed. Also the Jarque-Bera 

test indicates that the assumption of normality in this distribution needs to be rejected. Brooks 

(2008) supports this finding and states that non-normality is a common property of financial 

data, even though various financial models and theories ignore that fact. 
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Table 1 - Realized volatility - Average descriptive statistics* 

 Mean Stddev Min Max Kurt Skew JB Prob 

Mean 1,44% 0,76% 0,43% 5,70% 9,66 1,93 882,2 0,00% 

Stddev 0,54% 0,36% 0,12% 2,57% 4,79 0,66 1020,0 0,00% 

Min 0,71% 0,31% 0,28% 1,82% 3,05 0,78 25,6 0,00% 

Max 2,63% 1,48% 0,94% 9,93% 29,50 4,03 8057,4 0,00% 

*Sample size is 252, estimation done 2551 times     

 

In table 2 we provide the result of the ADF test for non-stationarity. In 201 cases the null hy-

pothesis of the observation period containing a unit root could not be rejected. If we compare 

this number to the total amount of 2551 estimations, we see that the ADF-test indicates a unit 

root for 7,88% of the estimations. Even though we expected the number of found unit roots to 

be under 128 (5%) we can still argue that the null of a unit root can be rejected on a 10% sig-

nificance base. 

Table 2 - Realized Volatility - Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests* 

 Lag Length T-Stat Probability 

Mean 1,97 -6,17 1% 

Min 0,00 -15,53 0% 

Max 6,00 -1,70 43% 

Stddev 1,45 3,36 3% 

    

Detected unit roots  201 

*Sample size is 252, estimation done 2551 times 

5.2 Model estimation 

To create MBFs we first estimate three different models to capture the behaviour of the real-

ized volatility. Recall that the rolling estimation period is 252 days and is moved 2551 times. 

The first model we estimate is the ARMA(2,1) model. It is directly applied on the daily real-

ized volatility of the SMI. Since the forecasting method, to create 30 forecasts for the daily 

realized volatility, imply a re-estimation of the model, the data below represents the average 

model variables of the 2551 initial estimations. As we can see in table 3, the coefficients show 

a wide range of values. This is due to the fact that the estimation periods contain unit roots. 

Especially the constant C is taking on extreme values which deviate from the mean and medi-

an by far. On the other hand, C was just included in the estimation to ensure that the OLS es-

timators are unbiased and plays therefore no role in forecasting itself. The MA values were 

estimated by backcasting. Looking at the overall significance of the coefficients, one can see 

that the AR(2) process is just significant in 22% of the estimations.  
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Table 3 - Estimated ARMA(2,1) parameters* 

 C T-Stat Prob AR1 T-Stat Prob AR2 T-Stat Prob MA1 T-Stat Prob 

Mean 0,05 10,24 1,7% 0,89 9,11 4,2% -0,03 -0,27 34,9% -0,67 -58,01 2,8% 

Median 0,01 7,98 0,0% 1,00 9,38 0,0% -0,04 -0,56 29,2% -0,77 -9,59 0,0% 

Stddev 7,33 7,85 11,5% 0,40 4,36 15,9% 0,14 1,82 31,0% 0,37 2123,84 11,9% 

Min -254,31 0,00 0,0% -0,91 -14,44 0,0% -0,45 -6,80 0,0% -1,04 -107251,99 0,0% 

Max 264,02 49,54 100,0% 1,45 23,91 99,5% 0,57 9,55 99,9% 0,99 235,35 99,9% 

Signif   97,1%   91,1%   22,0%   92,5% 

*parameters represent initial estimation. Sample size is 252, estimation done 2551 times   

 

In figure 9 we plot the collected starting parameters of the ARMA(2,1) model. The constant C 

is left out since it was not used to create forecasts. Generally, we can observe that the parame-

ters are relatively constant. However, one can see from the very low R
2
 values and value-

switching coefficients of the AR(1) and MA(1) processes, that the model fails to have a con-

stant fit on multiple time-periods. This is probably due to the fact that the coefficients of the 

AR(1) and MA(1) are both close to 1 and -1 respectively. The coefficient for of AR(2) pro-

cess on the other hand seems to be very stable and does not take on high values at all.  

Figure 9 - Initial ARMA(2,1) parameters 

 

While the ARMA(2,1) seems to have stability issues, the ARIMA(1,1,1) model seems to be 

able to provide more stable coefficients. The constant C shows a value of zero through all 

estimations and is with an overall significance of 6% not relevant. Also the AR(1) process is 

just in 27% of the estimations significant. The most dominant coefficient is the one of the 

MA(1) process which is significant in all estimations and always takes on a negative value. 

The T-statistics of the MA(1) coefficient take on huge values. 
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Table 4 - Estimated ARIMA(1,1,1) parameters* 

 C T-Stat Prob AR1 T-Stat Prob MA1 T-Stat Prob 

Mean 0,00 -0,02 60% 0,10 1,30 32% -0,86 -162,45 0,00% 

Median 0,00 -0,01 66% 0,10 1,27 19% -0,86 -22,92 0,00% 

Stddev 0,00 1,12 29% 0,11 1,60 32% 0,08 6413,44 0,00% 

Min 0,00 -11,94 0% -0,14 -1,79 0% -1,04 -323955,02 0,00% 

Max 0,00 6,58 100% 0,59 12,72 100% -0,66 -5,76 0,00% 

Signif   6%   27%   100% 

*parameters represent initial estimation. Sample size is 252, estimation done 2551 times 

 

Figure 10 shows the relatively constant coefficients of the ARIMA(1,1,1) model. Again, we 

can observe big changes in the R
2
 over time. 

Figure 10 - Initial ARIMA(1,1,1) parameters 

 

The last model we estimate is the EGARCH model. Generally, the coefficient alpha, which 

covers the symmetric reaction to shocks in the past, seems to be least significant with 31,7%. 

The model is able to capture the asymmetry of shocks since the coefficient Gamma is nega-

tive and significant most of the time. A drawback is that the model seems to have trouble to 
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Table 5 - Estimated EGARCH parameters* 

 Omega T-Stat Prob Alpha T-Stat Prob 

Mean -2,06 -1211988,70 7,6% 0,00 -2797266,19 28,9% 

Median -0,41 -2,69 0,7% 0,00 0,04 15,4% 

Stddev 4,19 26727724,24 15,9% 0,11 68293921,39 30,4% 

Min -20,14 -1244918335,20 0,0% -0,29 -3169163812,28 0,0% 

Max 0,17 20220331,11 100,0% 0,55 7,60 100,0% 

Signif   73,7%   31,7% 

 Beta T-Stat Prob Gamma T-Stat Prob 

Mean 0,78 118315827,57 6,2% -0,15 -123077,80 7,7% 

Median 0,96 62,10 0,0% -0,17 -3,93 0,0% 

Stddev 0,44 2964479343,35 17,3% 0,10 3694358,45 19,7% 

Min -0,99 -87,33 0,0% -0,43 -142979598,78 0,0% 

Max 1,02 112916547462,86 99,6% 0,27 7,50 99,9% 

Signif   86,6%   80,8% 

*parameters represent initial estimation. Sample size is 252, estimation done 2551 times 

 

The problem mentioned above is visible in figure 11. One can see that the normally stable 

coefficients show big drops which do not seem to be connected to special events in the finan-

cial markets like the financial crisis that started in the end of 2007.  

Figure 11 - Initial EGARCH parameters 
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ty forecast, which were computed 2551 times. The null hypothesis of a normal distribution 

can be rejected for all the datasets. Also all the series show a leptokurtic and positively 

skewed distribution. As discussed before, this is a common characteristic of financial data. It 

turns out that the EGARCH model produces very low forecasts for the future realized volatili-

ty. Among the MBFs, the ARIMA(1,1,1) model seems to have the highest correlation with the 

average realized volatility.  

Table 6 – Average 30-day forecast results* 

 SMIRV VSMI ARMA ARIMA EGARCH NAIVE 

 Mean 1,54% 1,31% 1,16% 1,43% 0,71% 1,54% 

 Median 1,27% 1,14% 0,96% 1,11% 0,67% 1,28% 

 Maximum 4,54% 5,35% 5,92% 6,07% 2,38% 4,54% 

 Minimum 0,57% 0,58% 0,05% 0,50% 0,11% 0,57% 

 Std, Dev, 0,82% 0,60% 0,68% 0,86% 0,30% 0,82% 

 Skewness 1,61 1,82 1,72 2,04 1,29 1,61 

 Kurtosis 5,25 7,36 7,66 7,82 5,76 5,25 

       

Corr(SMIRV) 1,00 0,75 0,67 0,74 0,60 0,69 

Corr(VSMI) 0,75 1,00 0,87 0,91 0,71 0,92 

       

 Jarque-Bera 1640,2 3431,3 9083,1 4240,2 1523,4 1639,3 

 Probability 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 

*30-day forecasts, 2551 times estimated     

 

The graph view as well as the distribution can be seen in the appendix figure 1 and appendix 

figure 2. 

5.4 Forecast evaluation 

In this section we provide the results of the forecast quality evaluation. We compare the com-

puted forecasts with the 30-day average realized volatility as well as the standard deviation of 

the returns of the SMI. The results in table 7 show the value for each used quality measure 

and the rank the model scored is given in brackets. The models are compared to the 30-day 

average realized volatility of the SMI as well as the standard deviation of the SMI returns. 
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Table 7 - Forecasting Quality 

Quality compared to RV of upcoming 30 days      

 ARMA  ARIMA  EGARCH  VSMI  NAIVE  

MSE 0,000053 (4) 0,000038 (2) 0,000116 (5) 0,000035 (1) 0,000043 (3) 

MAE 0,011375 (5) 0,003913 (2) 0,008500 (4) 0,003357 (1) 0,004273 (3) 

AMAPE 17,63 (4) 11,87 (2) 35,28 (5) 10,19 (1) 12,12 (3) 

MAPE 55,45 (5) 22,18 (2) 50,50 (4) 17,65 (1) 24,62 (3) 

Theil-U 1,19 (4) 0,79 (2) 2,80 (5) 0,54 (1) 1,00 (3) 

           

Quality compared to SD of upcoming 30 days       

 ARMA  ARIMA  EGARCH  VSMI  NAIVE  

MSE 0,000035 (2) 0,000048 (3) 0,000048 (4) 0,000029 (1) 0,000062 (5) 

MAE 0,004002 (2) 0,004734 (3) 0,004866 (4) 0,003852 (1) 0,005797 (5) 

AMAPE 16,76 (3) 16,73 (2) 23,77 (5) 15,32 (1) 20,43 (4) 

MAPE 33,75 (1) 41,65 (4) 38,10 (3) 35,75 (2) 54,41 (5) 

Theil-U 0,38 (1) 0,62 (4) 0,41 (3) 0,41 (2) 1,00 (5) 

 

Generally, we conclude that the VSMI dominates all other models when being compared to 

the realized volatility of the SMI and the standard deviation. Only the MAPE and Theil-U 

measures indicates that the VSMI is the second best model after the ARMA(2,1) model, when 

compared to the standard deviation. Besides this finding, the results seem to be somewhat 

inconsistent. If we focus on the more advanced Theil-U statistic, which measures the perfor-

mance of the models in relation to the naïve model as a benchmark model, we can see that the 

VSMI model and the ARIMA(1,1,1) model can outperform the naïve model for explaining the 

realized volatility. The ARMA(1,1) model almost performs as well as the naïve model and the 

EGARCH model produces a far worse statistic than the benchmark model. When the forecasts 

of the different models are being compared to the standard deviation, the picture looks differ-

ent. All models perform better than the simple naïve model. The VSMI is just producing the 

second best statistic after the ARMA(2,1) model.  

Let us now turn to the LINEX loss function, which weights positive errors differently from 

negative errors. If the given parameter    , the function is approximately linear for over-

predictions and exponential for under-predictions. Thus, negative errors receive more weight, 

which leads to the behaviour that under-predictions are taken into account more seriously. 

This is consistent with the basic understanding of the volatility theory. Brailsford and Faff 

(1996) argue that the under-prediction of volatility, which corresponds to the call option price, 

is a greater concern to a seller than a buyer. Based on Hwang et al. (1999) we assumed the 

values of the parameter α to be -20, -10, 10 and 20. Table 8 presents the value and ranking 

under the four LINEX loss function. It is clear that LINEX delivers very similar results for 

different assumptions of the parameter α. When the models are compared to the realized vola-
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tility of the SMI, LINEX ranks the VSMI and ARMA(2,1) best, while EGARCH falls to the 

last place. Just when     , and therefore over-estimations are penalized, ARMA(2,1) and 

ARIMA(1,1,1) swap places. Interestingly, when we compare the forecasting results to the 

standard deviation of the SMI returns, the EGARCH model takes second place.  

Table 8 - Forecasting Quality – LINEX 

Quality compared to RV of upcoming 30 days (LINEX)*    

α ARMA  ARIMA  EGARCH  VSMI  NAIVE  

-20 0,0231552 (2) 0,0234110 (3) 0,0350943 (5) 0,0175465 (1) 0,0240620 (4) 

-10 0,0058043 (2) 0,0058496 (3) 0,0088073 (5) 0,0044019 (1) 0,0060230 (4) 

10 0,0058359 (2) 0,0058437 (3) 0,0088756 (5) 0,0044328 (1) 0,0060383 (4) 

20 0,0234081 (3) 0,0233644 (2) 0,0356402 (5) 0,0177935 (1) 0,0241844 (4) 

           

Quality compared to SD of upcoming 30 days (LINEX)*      

α ARMA  ARIMA  EGARCH  VSMI  NAIVE  

-20 0,0140651 (3) 0,0271841 (4) 0,0130817 (2) 0,0108763 (1) 0,0272148 (5) 

-10 0,0035165 (3) 0,0067721 (4) 0,0032820 (2) 0,0027227 (1) 0,0067919 (5) 

10 0,0035174 (3) 0,0067250 (4) 0,0033055 (2) 0,0027299 (1) 0,0067686 (5) 

20 0,0140722 (3) 0,0268076 (4) 0,0132694 (2) 0,0109347 (1) 0,0270288 (5) 

*values were multiplied by 1000        

5.5 Predictive Power 

The following regressions are made using OLS and the standard errors are adjusted using 

Newey-West, to consider heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation. The regression has the aver-

age 30-day realized volatility of the SMI as a dependent variable and the VSMI as a daily 

volatility, as well as average 30-day volatilities generated by the different models as inde-

pendent variables. For the estimation we had 2551 observations reaching from December 29
th

 

1999 to February 18
th

 2010. An ADF test for that period shows that there is no unit root in the 

realized volatility or 30-day average for that time period. Table 9 shows the results of the dif-

ferent regressions. All coefficients except the one in estimation 7 are significant. This indi-

cates that the MBFs are biased. Regressions 1 to 4 show that all the slope coefficients for the 

MBFs are significant when being regressed. The large slope coefficient of regression 3 indi-

cates again that the generated forecasts of the EGARCH model are too low. Regression 5 to 7 

compare the MBFs to the VSMI. It seems that the MBFs of the ARMA(2,1) are dominated by 

the VSMI, since the slope coefficient of the model is not significant in regression 5. Regres-

sion 6 shows that both the ARIMA(1,1,1) MBFs and the VSMI are significant, but the coeffi-

cient is still small and indicates a bias in the forecasts. Finally, the MBFs of the EGARCH 

model as well as the VSMI are significant and the constant is insignificant which indicates 

that the two models together deliver an unbiased forecast. Generally, one can say that the 
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MBFs perform quite similarly as the VSMI and since all the slope coefficients are significant-

ly different from zero, the models seem to have a predictive power regarding the future real-

ized volatility. 

Table 9 - Predictive power analysis 

Regression  Constant ARMA ARIMA EGARCH VSMI R2 Adj. R2 

1 

Coefficient 0,0060 0,8110    0,450 0,450 

Std Error 0,0006 0,0529      

T-Stat 10,24 15,32      

Prob 0,00% 0,00%      

2 

Coefficient 0,0053  0,7039   0,552 0,552 

Std Error 0,0005  0,0428     

T-Stat 9,86  16,43     

Prob 0,00%  0,00%     

3 

Coefficient 0,0037   1,6478  0,355 0,355 

Std Error 0,0010   0,1666    

T-Stat 3,65   9,89    

Prob 0,03%   0,00%    

4 

Coefficient 0,0022    1,0128 0,557 0,557 

Std Error 0,0007    0,0579   

T-Stat 3,09    17,49   

Prob 0,20%    0,00%   

5 

Coefficient 0,0023 0,1094   0,9061 0,559 0,559 

Std Error 0,0007 0,0595   0,0933   

T-Stat 3,24 1,84   9,71   

Prob 0,12% 6,61%   0,00%   

6 

Coefficient 0,0031  0,3528  0,5535 0,581 0,581 

Std Error 0,0007  0,0824  0,1158   

T-Stat 4,44  4,28  4,78   

Prob 0,00%  0,00%  0,00%   

7 

Coefficient 0,0012   0,3576 0,8878 0,565 0,565 

Std Error 0,0007   0,1460 0,0738   

T-Stat 1,70   2,45 12,03   

Prob 8,86%   1,44% 0,00%   

5.6 Information Content 

This regression investigates whether the MBFs can explain the realized volatility one day 

ahead. Again, we see that the slope coefficient in regression 3 indicates that the realized vola-

tility forecasted by the EGARCH model is too low. Furthermore, the constant is not signifi-

cantly different from zero and therefore suggests that the EGARCH forecasts are unbiased 

estimators for the realized volatility one day ahead. The constants in regression 1, 2 and 4 are 

significantly different from zero and indicate point to biased estimators. Overall, we can con-

clude that the MBFs contain information regarding the one day ahead realized volatility of the 

SMI. 
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Table 10 - Information content analysis 

Regression  Constant ARMA ARIMA EGARCH VSMI R2 Adj. R2 

1 

Coefficient 0,0029 0,9912    0,453 0,453 

Std Error 0,0005 0,0484      

T-Stat 5,37 20,46      

Prob 0,00% 0,00%      

2 

Coefficient 0,0019  0,8662   0,564 0,563 

Std Error 0,0003  0,0287     

T-Stat 5,57  30,13     

Prob 0,00%  0,00%     

3 

Coefficient 0,0001   1,9988  0,352 0,351 

Std Error 0,0012   0,2005    

T-Stat 0,11   9,97    

Prob 91,27%   0,00%    

4 

Coefficient -0,0016    1,2161 0,541 0,541 

Std Error 0,0007    0,0625   

T-Stat -2,29    19,47   

Prob 2,22%    0,00%   

5.7 Test for additional information in VSMI 

The analysis of additional information in the VSMI on top of “general” information provided 

by the used models to forecast volatility is presented here. The Generalized Method of Mo-

ments (GMM) is used to test the orthogonality of the error terms of equation (41) to the real-

ized volatility of different time horizons. The nine estimations, which include the average 

realized volatilities over different time horizons in the instruments, are presented in table 11. 

Each GMM estimation states the used instruments. The used instruments in estimation 1 are 

restricted to the estimators used in the regression. Therefore, the generalized method of mo-

ments optimization technique provides the same outcome as an ordinary OLS regression. This 

estimation therefore has no j-statistic and probability assigned. The following optimizations 

add more parameters to the instruments. Optimization 2 adds the vector RVt+30 which is de-

fined in equation (45) to the instruments while the optimizations 3 to 9 just contain one addi-

tional instrument. The j-statistic and the corresponding p-values indicate that the null hypoth-

esis of orthogonality of      
 

 to the realized volatility can be rejected at a 5% significance 

level for most GMM optimizations. This is evidence that the VSMI actually holds more in-

formation than the used MBFs. This is somewhat inconsistent with the findings of Becker et 

al. (2007). The authors suggest that there is overwhelming evidence that implied volatility 

holds information incremental in individual MBFs, but not a wider array of MBFs is consid-

ered in the estimations. A possible explanation for our finding is that the models lack the abil-

ity to capture the characteristics of the realized volatility good enough. Another factor that 
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plays a role in this result is that Becker et al. (2007) were using a far wider set of MBFs in 

their GMM optimization and therefore covered more information within these models. 

 Table 11 - GMM estimation – SMIRV 

Opt  C ARMA ARIMA EGARCH RV J-Stat Prob 

1 

Coefficient 0,00255 0,23293 0,45746 0,30050 -0,06057 N/A N/A 

T-Statistic 4,78204 2,38325 3,94543 2,22040 -0,94902   

Probability 0,00% 1,72% 0,01% 2,65% 34,27%   

Instruments c, ω, RV       

2 

Coefficient 0,00237 0,36899 0,39474 0,16706 -0,03092 8,46 29,41% 

T-Statistic 5,42098 5,71192 5,58086 1,88620 -0,79723   

Probability 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 5,94% 42,54%   

Instruments c, ω, RV, RVt+30      

3 

Coefficient 0,00242 0,35962 0,41529 0,15026 -0,03658 5,74 1,65% 

T-Statistic 5,18117 4,88915 4,19075 1,60350 -0,68987   

Probability 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 10,89% 49,03%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,   ̅̅ ̅̅
         

4 

Coefficient 0,00243 0,37272 0,39568 0,14592 -0,02712 6,93 0,85% 

T-Statistic 5,34709 5,36440 4,32070 1,65762 -0,56764   

Probability 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 9,75% 57,03%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,   ̅̅ ̅̅
         

5 

Coefficient 0,00246 0,37389 0,38416 0,14857 -0,02195 7,78 0,53% 

T-Statistic 5,44336 5,37257 4,39345 1,71476 -0,48695   

Probability 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 8,65% 62,63%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,   ̅̅ ̅̅
         

6 

Coefficient 0,00245 0,36605 0,38734 0,16038 -0,02457 7,28 0,70% 

T-Statistic 5,40829 5,18225 4,36404 1,78513 -0,53197   

Probability 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 7,44% 59,48%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,   ̅̅ ̅̅
         

7 

Coefficient 0,00257 0,35978 0,36712 0,17293 -0,01643 6,66 0,99% 

T-Statistic 5,66539 5,34125 4,53384 1,98793 -0,39071   

Probability 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 4,69% 69,60%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,   ̅̅ ̅̅
         

8 

Coefficient 0,00254 0,31939 0,39696 0,21690 -0,03261 3,67 5,53% 

T-Statistic 5,38321 4,33460 4,34083 2,15714 -0,66089   

Probability 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 3,11% 50,87%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,   ̅̅ ̅̅
        

9 

Coefficient 0,00244 0,24078 0,50420 0,27370 -0,08820 1,30 25,41% 

T-Statistic 4,63719 2,46105 4,34251 2,19331 -1,50548   

Probability 0,00% 1,39% 0,00% 2,84% 13,23%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,   ̅̅ ̅̅
        

Significance tests were performed using the Andrews-Monahan weighting matrix with pre-whitening. 

 

Table 12 provides the results of the GMM estimation which considers the changes in the fu-

ture realized volatility as an instrument. Again, optimization 1 is the equivalent to an ordinary 

OLS regression. Aside the rejection of the orthogonality assumption in optimization 2 in table 

12, all other optimizations cannot reject the null hypothesis of no correlation between the 

changes in realized volatility and the error terms. In other words there is no evidence that the 

VSMI contains information beyond that contained in the MBFs regarding the prediction of 

changes in the realized volatility. 
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Table 12 - GMM estimation – SMIDRV 

Opt  C ARMA ARIMA EGARCH RV J-Stat Prob 

1 

Coefficient 0,00255 0,23293 0,45746 0,30050 -0,06057 N/A N/A 

T-Statistic 4,78204 2,38325 3,94543 2,22040 -0,94902   

Probability 0,00% 1,72% 0,01% 2,65% 34,27%   

Instruments c, ω, RV       

2 

Coefficient 0,00202 0,11898 0,68722 0,36503 -0,18040 16,47 2,12% 

T-Statistic 3,58279 1,13375 8,13550 3,02370 -8,85848   

Probability 0,03% 25,70% 0,00% 0,25% 0,00%   

Instruments c, ω, RV, dRVt+30*      

3 

Coefficient 0,00227 0,16322 0,67154 0,28965 -0,17763 2,23 13,52% 

T-Statistic 3,76270 1,38721 7,33645 2,01257 -5,71114   

Probability 0,02% 16,55% 0,00% 4,43% 0,00%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,    ̅̅ ̅̅
         

4 

Coefficient 0,00220 0,15331 0,70535 0,27564 -0,19100 2,49 11,43% 

T-Statistic 3,71369 1,30936 7,86308 1,98168 -6,35761   

Probability 0,02% 19,05% 0,00% 4,76% 0,00%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,    ̅̅ ̅̅
         

5 

Coefficient 0,00216 0,13976 0,73560 0,26548 -0,20177 2,82 9,30% 

T-Statistic 3,70631 1,18946 7,96873 1,99324 -6,78146   

Probability 0,02% 23,44% 0,00% 4,63% 0,00%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,    ̅̅ ̅̅
         

6 

Coefficient 0,00217 0,14136 0,72941 0,26894 -0,19958 2,74 9,78% 

T-Statistic 3,72028 1,21176 8,06992 2,00971 -7,02586   

Probability 0,02% 22,57% 0,00% 4,46% 0,00%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,    ̅̅ ̅̅
         

7 

Coefficient 0,00218 0,14501 0,71849 0,27508 -0,19621 2,65 10,36% 

T-Statistic 3,74753 1,25584 8,00366 2,04520 -7,32750   

Probability 0,02% 20,93% 0,00% 4,09% 0,00%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,    ̅̅ ̅̅
         

8 

Coefficient 0,00222 0,15482 0,68978 0,28533 -0,18480 2,31 12,83% 

T-Statistic 3,76223 1,34832 8,06876 2,03938 -7,02579   

Probability 0,02% 17,77% 0,00% 4,15% 0,00%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,    ̅̅ ̅̅
        

9 

Coefficient 0,00227 0,14820 0,68115 0,30381 -0,18451 2,46 11,67% 

T-Statistic 3,88363 1,37630 7,33554 2,28381 -7,72182   

Probability 0,01% 16,89% 0,00% 2,25% 0,00%   

Instruments c, ω, RV,    ̅̅ ̅̅
        

Significance tests were performed using the Andrews-Monahan weighting matrix with pre-whitening. 

6 Conclusion 

The following section will provide the reader with a summary of our results and interpreta-

tions. We will summarize the findings regarding each problem described and then at the end 

draw more general conclusions about volatility and suggest further research. 

We have used different models, such as ARMA(2,1), ARIMA(1,1,1) and EGARCH, in order 

to model the realized volatility. We succeeded to estimate all of the given models, even 

though some estimations experienced difficulties with problems due to the fact that the real-
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ized volatility seems to contain unit roots during some periods. The result of our comparison 

between the MBFs and the VSMI shows that no model was able to dominate the VSMI in 

terms of forecast accuracy. When comparing the models in terms of predictive power, the 

ARIMA model fits the data equally well as the VSMI, while the EGARCH and ARMA(2,1) 

model do not fit the realized volatility. Further findings of the predictive power analysis are 

that the VSMI significantly dominates the ARMA(2,1) model. While our findings show that 

the VSMI is the best predictor for realized volatility, it turns out that in our framework the 

VSMI is not an unbiased estimator. Furthermore, the results show that all the models succeed 

to demonstrate that they can provide information about the realized volatility one day ahead.  

The third part of the thesis consisted of investigating whether there is additional information 

contained in the VSMI compared to the set of MBFs. We found evidence for incremental in-

formation stored in the VSMI. This finding is not completely in line with Becker et al. (2007). 

Their investigation of the additional information held within the VIX, in comparison to in-

formation contained in a wider set of MBFs, showed no excess information. One possible 

explanation for this outcome is that we use a smaller range of models. However, Becker et al. 

(2007) conclude that there is strong evidence that the implied volatility holds information in-

cremental to that of an individual MBF. Generally, we conclude that our hypothesis holds and 

that the VSMI is in fact the best predictor for future volatility of the SMI. 

Even though this paper has provided some important insights about the VSMI and the pre-

dictability and informational contents of volatility, we made some delimitations during the 

process. This leaves the subject open for further research. One possible improvement could be 

to use intraday data to compute the realized volatility as well as to include more MBFs to in-

crease the reliability of the results. Another way to improve the outcome would be to change 

the setup of time horizons to estimate the models, since our parameters seem to be unstable 

for a number of models. Furthermore one could consider separating the times of high volatili-

ty from times of low volatility and reviewing them separately. 
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7 Appendix 

Appendix Figure 1 - RV, VSMI and MBFs - Graph view 
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Appendix Figure 2 – RV, VSMI and MBFs - Distributions 
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Source code for calculations – EViews 6 

smpl @all 

!observations=2832  'number of observations 

!rolling_window=252 'insample observations = rolling window 

!horizon=30   'forecast horizon = VSMI horizon 

 

for %y smirv arma arima egarch vsmi naive  'variables for forecast and comparison 

 series(!observations-!horizon) {%y}_30d 

next 

 

series(!observations) smirv_dummy   'help variable 

vector(!horizon) forecastbuffer   'buffer 

matrix(!observations-!horizon,38) smirvdesstat=0 'for descriptive statistics 

vector(38) smirvdesstatbuffer=0  'buffer for descriptive statistics 

matrix(!observations-!horizon,8) dickey=0 'for ADF 

 

matrix(!observations-!horizon,14) arma21parameters=0 'initial parameters ARMA(2,1) 

matrix(!observations-!horizon,11) arima111parameters=0 'initial parameters ARI-

MA(1,1,1) 

matrix(!observations-!horizon,14) egarchparameters=0 'initial parameters EGARCH 

matrix(!observations-!horizon,!horizon) arma21forecast=0 '30 day forecasts ARMA(2,1) 

matrix(!observations-!horizon,!horizon) arima111forecast=0 '30 day forecasts ARI-

MA(1,1,1) 

matrix(!observations-!horizon,!horizon) egarchforecast=0 '30 day forecasts EGARCH 

vector(14) arma21buffer=0 

vector(11) arima111buffer=0 

vector(14) egarchbuffer=0 

 

for !i=!rolling_window to !observations-!horizon 

 smpl !i-!rolling_window+1 !i 

 

 'GENERATE BASIX SERIES 

 '===================== 

 !rvaverage=0 

 !naive=0 

  

 for !j=1 to !horizon 

  !rvaverage=!rvaverage+smirv(!i+!j)^2 'calculate the RV for 30 days 

  !naive=!naive+smirv(!i-30+!j)^2 

 next !j 

 

 smirv_30d(!i)=@SQRT((1/!horizon)*!rvaverage)  

 vsmi_30d(!i)=vsmi(!i)/100*@SQRT(1/252)   'y to m and calendar day adjustment 

 naive_30d(!i)=@SQRT((1/!horizon)*!naive) 

 

 'CALCULATION OF DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

 '====================================  

 !length=252 

 !ljungbox_dummy=0 

 for !ljung=1 to 250 

  !ljungbox_dummy=!ljungbox_dummy+@cor(smirv,smirv(-!ljung))^2/(!length-

!ljung) 

  if !ljung=1 then  

   smirvdesstatbuffer(10)=!length*(!length+2)*!ljungbox_dummy 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(11)=@chisq(smirvdesstatbuffer(10),1) 

  endif 

  if !ljung=2 then 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(13)=!length*(!length+2)*!ljungbox_dummy 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(14)=@chisq(smirvdesstatbuffer(13),2) 

  endif 

  if !ljung=3 then 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(16)=!length*(!length+2)*!ljungbox_dummy 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(17)=@chisq(smirvdesstatbuffer(16),3) 

  endif 

  if !ljung=4 then 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(19)=!length*(!length+2)*!ljungbox_dummy 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(20)=@chisq(smirvdesstatbuffer(19),4) 

  endif 

  if !ljung=5 then 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(22)=!length*(!length+2)*!ljungbox_dummy 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(23)=@chisq(smirvdesstatbuffer(22),5) 

  endif 

  if !ljung=10 then 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(25)=!length*(!length+2)*!ljungbox_dummy 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(26)=@chisq(smirvdesstatbuffer(25),10) 
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  endif 

  if !ljung=20 then 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(28)=!length*(!length+2)*!ljungbox_dummy 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(29)=@chisq(smirvdesstatbuffer(28),20) 

  endif 

  if !ljung=50 then 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(31)=!length*(!length+2)*!ljungbox_dummy 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(32)=@chisq(smirvdesstatbuffer(31),50) 

  endif 

  if !ljung=100 then 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(34)=!length*(!length+2)*!ljungbox_dummy 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(35)=@chisq(smirvdesstatbuffer(34),100) 

  endif 

  if !ljung=250 then 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(37)=!length*(!length+2)*!ljungbox_dummy 

   smirvdesstatbuffer(38)=@chisq(smirvdesstatbuffer(37),250) 

  endif 

 next !ljung 

 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(1)=@mean(smirv) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(2)=@stdev(smirv) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(3)=@min(smirv) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(4)=@max(smirv) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(5)=@kurt(smirv) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(6)=@skew(smirv) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(7)=!rolling_window/6*(@skew(smirv)^2+((@kurt(smirv)-3)^2)/4) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(8)=@chisq(smirvdesstatbuffer(7),2) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(9)=@cor(smirv,smirv(-1)) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(12)=@cor(smirv,smirv(-2)) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(15)=@cor(smirv,smirv(-3)) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(18)=@cor(smirv,smirv(-4)) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(21)=@cor(smirv,smirv(-5)) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(24)=@cor(smirv,smirv(-10)) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(27)=@cor(smirv,smirv(-20)) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(30)=@cor(smirv,smirv(-50)) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(33)=@cor(smirv,smirv(-100)) 

 smirvdesstatbuffer(36)=@cor(smirv,smirv(-252)) 

 rowplace(smirvdesstat,@transpose(smirvdesstatbuffer),!i)  

 

 smirv.uroot(adf,save=dickeybuffer) 

 rowplace(dickey,@transpose(dickeybuffer),!i) 

 

 'CALCULATION OF ARMA(2,1) 

 '======================== 

 equation estmodel.ls smirv c ar(1) ar(2) ma(1) 

 !dof= estmodel.@regobs-estmodel.@ncoef  'degree of freedom 

 

 'estimate parameters for ARMA(2,1) and put them into arma21parameters(!i) 

 arma21buffer(1)=@coefs(1) 

 arma21buffer(2)=@tstats(1) 

 arma21buffer(3)=@tdist(estmodel.@tstat(1),!dof) 

 arma21buffer(4)=@coefs(2) 

 arma21buffer(5)=@tstats(2) 

 arma21buffer(6)=@tdist(estmodel.@tstat(2),!dof) 

 arma21buffer(7)=@coefs(3) 

 arma21buffer(8)=@tstats(3) 

 arma21buffer(9)=@tdist(estmodel.@tstat(3),!dof) 

 arma21buffer(10)=@coefs(4) 

 arma21buffer(11)=@tstat(4) 

 arma21buffer(12)=@tdist(estmodel.@tstat(4),!dof) 

 arma21buffer(13)=@r2 

 arma21buffer(14)=@rbar2 

 rowplace(arma21parameters,@transpose(arma21buffer),!i) 

 

 !rvaverage=0 

 smirv_dummy=smirv 

 for !j=0 to !horizon-1 

  smpl !i-!rolling_window+1+!j !i+!j 

  equation estmodel.ls smirv_dummy c ar(1) ar(2) ma(1) 

  forecastbuff-

er(!j+1)=estmodel.@coefs(2)*smirv_dummy(!i+!j)+estmodel.@coefs(3)*smirv_dummy(!i-

1+!j)+estmodel.@coefs(4)*resid(!i+!j) 

  if forecastbuffer(!j+1)<0 then 'fix negative forecasts 

  endif 

  smirv_dummy(!i+!j+1)=forecastbuffer(!j+1) 

  !rvaverage=!rvaverage+forecastbuffer(!j+1)^2 
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 next !j  

 

 smpl !i-!rolling_window+1 !i 

 rowplace(arma21forecast,@transpose(forecastbuffer),!i)  

 arma_30d(!i)=@SQRT((1/!horizon)*!rvaverage)    

 

 'CALCULATIONS FOR ARIMA(1,1,1) 

 '=========================== 

 equation estmodel.ls d(smirv) c ar(1) ma(1)  

 !dof= estmodel.@regobs-estmodel.@ncoef  

 

 arima111buffer(1)=@coefs(1) 

 arima111buffer(2)=@tstat(1) 

 arima111buffer(3)=@tdist(estmodel.@tstat(1),!dof) 

 arima111buffer(4)=@coefs(2) 

 arima111buffer(5)=@tstat(2) 

 arima111buffer(6)=@tdist(estmodel.@tstat(2),!dof) 

 arima111buffer(7)=@coefs(3) 

 arima111buffer(8)=@tstat(3) 

 arima111buffer(9)=@tdist(estmodel.@tstat(3),!dof) 

 arima111buffer(10)=@r2 

 arima111buffer(11)=@rbar2 

 rowplace(arima111parameters,@transpose(arima111buffer),!i) 

  

 !rvaverage=0 

 smirv_dummy=smirv 

  

 for !j=0 to !horizon-1 

  smpl !i-!rolling_window+1+!j !i+!j 

  equation estmodel.ls d(smirv_dummy) c ar(1) ma(1) 

  forecastbuff-

er(!j+1)=smirv_dummy(!i+!j)+estmodel.@coefs(2)*(smirv_dummy(!i+!j)-smirv_dummy(!i-

1+!j))+estmodel.@coefs(3)*resid(!i+!j)  

  if forecastbuffer(!j+1)<0 then 'fix negative forecasts by setting them 

zero 

   forecastbuffer(!j+1)=0 

  endif 

  smirv_dummy(!i+!j+1)=forecastbuffer(!j+1) 

  !rvaverage=!rvaverage+forecastbuffer(!j+1)^2 

 next !j  

 

 smpl !i-!rolling_window+1 !i 

 rowplace(arima111forecast,@transpose(forecastbuffer),!i)  

 arima_30d(!i)=@SQRT((1/!horizon)*!rvaverage) 

 

 'CALCULATIONS FOR EGARCH 

 '========================= 

 equation estmodel.arch(egarch) smilog c 

 estmodel.makegarch garchcondvar 

 !dof= estmodel.@regobs-estmodel.@ncoef  

 

 egarchbuffer(1)=@coefs(2) 

 egarchbuffer(2)=@tstat(2) 

 egarchbuffer(3)=@tdist(estmodel.@tstat(2),!dof) 

 egarchbuffer(4)=@coefs(3) 

 egarchbuffer(5)=@tstat(3) 

 egarchbuffer(6)=@tdist(estmodel.@tstat(3),!dof) 

 egarchbuffer(7)=@coefs(4) 

 egarchbuffer(8)=@tstat(4) 

 egarchbuffer(9)=@tdist(estmodel.@tstat(4),!dof) 

 egarchbuffer(10)=@coefs(5) 

 egarchbuffer(11)=@tstat(5) 

 egarchbuffer(12)=@tdist(estmodel.@tstat(5),!dof) 

 egarchbuffer(13)=@r2 

 egarchbuffer(14)=@rbar2 

 rowplace(egarchparameters,@transpose(egarchbuffer),!i) 

 

 !rvaverage=0 

 

 for !j=1 to !horizon 

  if !j=1 then 

   forecastbuff-

er(1)=@SQRT(@EXP(estmodel.@coefs(2)+estmodel.@coefs(3)*@ABS(resid(!i)/@SQRT(garchcondvar

(!i)))+estmodel.@coefs(4)*(resid(!i)/@SQRT(garchcondvar(!i)))+estmodel.@coefs(5)*@LOG(ga

rchcondvar(!i)))) 

  endif 
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  if !j>1 then 

   forecastbuff-

er(!j)=@SQRT(@EXP(estmodel.@coefs(2)+estmodel.@coefs(3)*@ABS(forecastbuffer(!j-

1)/@SQRT(garchcondvar(!i)))+estmodel.@coefs(4)*(forecastbuffer(!j-

1)/@SQRT(garchcondvar(!i)))+estmodel.@coefs(5)*@LOG(forecastbuffer(!j-1)^2))) 

  endif 

 

  !rvaverage=!rvaverage+forecastbuffer(!j)^2 

 next !j 

 

 rowplace(egarchforecast,@transpose(forecastbuffer),!i) 

 egarch_30d(!i)=@sqrt((1/!horizon)*!rvaverage) 

 

next !i 'move the rolling_window by 1 

 

 'PREDICTIVE POWER 

 '================= 

 matrix(28,7) predictive_power=0 

 smpl !rolling_window !observations-!horizon 

  

 for !i=1 to 4 

  if !i=1 then 

   equation regr.ls(n) smirv_30d c arma_30d 

  endif 

  if !i=2 then 

   equation regr.ls(n) smirv_30d c arima_30d 

  endif 

  if !i=3 then 

   equation regr.ls(n) smirv_30d c egarch_30d 

  endif 

  if !i=4 then 

   equation regr.ls(n) smirv_30d c vsmi_30d 

  endif 

     

  !dof= regr.@regobs-1 

  predictive_power(!i*4-3,1)=@coefs(1) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-2,1)=@stderrs(1) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-1,1)=@tstat(1) 

  predictive_power(!i*4,1)=@tdist(regr.@tstat(1),!dof) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-3,!i+1)=@coefs(2) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-2,!i+1)=@stderrs(2) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-1,!i+1)=@tstat(2) 

  predictive_power(!i*4,!i+1)=@tdist(regr.@tstat(2),!dof) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-3,6)=@r2 

  predictive_power(!i*4-3,7)=@rbar2  

 next !i 

 

 

 for !i=5 to 7 

  if !i=5 then 

   equation regr.ls(n) smirv_30d c arma_30d vsmi_30d 

  endif 

  if !i=6 then 

   equation regr.ls(n) smirv_30d c arima_30d vsmi_30d 

  endif 

  if !i=7 then 

   equation regr.ls(n) smirv_30d c egarch_30d vsmi_30d 

  endif 

     

  !dof= regr.@regobs-1 

  predictive_power(!i*4-3,1)=@coefs(1) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-2,1)=@stderrs(1) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-1,1)=@tstat(1) 

  predictive_power(!i*4,1)=@tdist(regr.@tstat(1),!dof) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-3,!i-3)=@coefs(2) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-2,!i-3)=@stderrs(2) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-1,!i-3)=@tstat(2) 

  predictive_power(!i*4,!i-3)=@tdist(regr.@tstat(2),!dof) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-3,5)=@coefs(3) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-2,5)=@stderrs(3) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-1,5)=@tstat(3) 

  predictive_power(!i*4,5)=@tdist(regr.@tstat(3),!dof) 

  predictive_power(!i*4-3,6)=@r2 

  predictive_power(!i*4-3,7)=@rbar2  

 next !i 



 

 x  

 

 'INFORMATION CONTENT 

 '==================== 

 matrix(16,7) information_content=0   

 

 for !i=1 to 4 

  if !i=1 then 

   equation regr.ls(n) smirv_future c arma_30d 

  endif 

  if !i=2 then 

   equation regr.ls(n) smirv_future c arima_30d 

  endif 

  if !i=3 then 

   equation regr.ls(n) smirv_future c egarch_30d 

  endif 

  if !i=4 then 

   equation regr.ls(n) smirv_future c vsmi_30d 

  endif 

     

  !dof= regr.@regobs-1 

 

  information_content(!i*4-3,1)=@coefs(1) 

  information_content(!i*4-2,1)=@stderrs(1) 

  information_content(!i*4-1,1)=@tstat(1) 

  information_content(!i*4,1)=@tdist(regr.@tstat(1),!dof) 

  information_content(!i*4-3,!i+1)=@coefs(2) 

  information_content(!i*4-2,!i+1)=@stderrs(2) 

  information_content(!i*4-1,!i+1)=@tstat(2) 

  information_content(!i*4,!i+1)=@tdist(regr.@tstat(2),!dof) 

  information_content(!i*4-3,6)=@r2 

  information_content(!i*4-3,7)=@rbar2  

 next !i 

 

 'BECKER 

 '======= 

 smpl @all 

 

 for %y rv_1d rv_5d rv_10d rv_15d rv_20d rv_25d drv_1d drv_5d drv_10d drv_15d 

drv_20d drv_25d drv_30d 'defining variables for rv and drv 

  series(!observations-!horizon) smi{%y} 

 next 

 

 matrix(!observations-!horizon,7) rv=0 

 matrix(!observations-!horizon,7) drv=0 

  

 for !i=!rolling_window to !observations-!horizon 'calculate RV and dRV 

 

  !buffer=0 

  for !j=1 to !horizon  

   !buffer=!buffer+smirv(!i+!j)^2 

   if !j=1 then  

    smirv_1d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer) 

    smidrv_1d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer)-smirv(!i)   

   endif 

   if !j=5 then  

    smirv_5d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer/5) 

    smidrv_5d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer/5)-smirv(!i) 

   endif 

   if !j=10 then  

    smirv_10d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer/10) 

    smidrv_10d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer/10)-smirv(!i) 

   endif 

   if !j=15 then  

    smirv_15d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer/15) 

    smidrv_15d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer/15)-smirv(!i) 

   endif 

   if !j=20 then  

    smirv_20d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer/20) 

    smidrv_20d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer/20)-smirv(!i) 

   endif 

   if !j=25 then  

    smirv_25d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer/25) 

    smidrv_25d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer/25)-smirv(!i) 

   endif 

   if !j=30 then  

     'smirv_30d has already been calculated above 



 

 xi  

    smidrv_30d(!i)=@SQRT(!buffer/30)-smirv(!i) 

   endif 

  next !j 

 next !i 

 

matrix(36,5) becker_rv=0 

matrix(36,5) becker_drv=0 

smpl 252 2802 

 

'RV 

for !i=1 to 9 

 if !i=1 then  

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

 endif 

 if !i=2 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smirv_30d smirv_25d smirv_20d smirv_15d 

smirv_10d smirv_5d smirv_1d 

 endif 

 if !i=3 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smirv_30d  

 endif 

 if !i=4 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smirv_25d  

 endif 

 if !i=5 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smirv_20d  

 endif 

 if !i=6 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smirv_15d  

 endif 

 if !i=7 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smirv_10d  

 endif 

 if !i=8 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smirv_5d  

 endif 

 if !i=9then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smirv_1d  

 endif 

 

 !dof1= exinf.@regobs-1 

 

 for !j=1 to 5 

  becker_rv(!i*4-3,!j)=exinf.@coefs(!j) 

  becker_rv(!i*4-2,!j)=exinf.@tstat(!j) 

  becker_rv(!i*4-1,!j)=@tdist(exinf.@tstat(!j), !dof1)  

 next !j 

 becker_rv(!i*4,2)=exinf.@regobs*exinf.@jstat 

 if !i=1 then  

  becker_rv(!i*4,2)=0 'does not exist 

 endif 

 if !i=2 then 

  becker_rv(!i*4,4)=1-@cchisq(becker_rv(!i*4,2),12-5) 

 endif 

 if !i>2 then 

  becker_rv(!i*4,4)=1-@cchisq(becker_rv(!i*4,2),1) 

 endif 

'dRV 

 if !i=1 then  

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

 endif 

 if !i=2 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smidrv_30d smidrv_25d smidrv_20d smidrv_15d 

smidrv_10d smidrv_5d smidrv_1d 

 endif 



 

 xii  

 if !i=3 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smidrv_30d  

 endif 

 if !i=4 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smidrv_25d  

 endif 

 if !i=5 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smidrv_20d  

 endif 

 if !i=6 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smidrv_15d  

 endif 

 if !i=7 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smidrv_10d  

 endif 

 if !i=8 then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smidrv_5d  

 endif 

 if !i=9then 

  equation exinf.gmm(b=a, n) vsmi_30d c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv 

@ c arma_30d arima_30d egarch_30d smirv smidrv_1d  

 endif 

 

 !dof1= exinf.@regobs-1 

 

 for !j=1 to 5 

  becker_drv(!i*4-3,!j)=exinf.@coefs(!j) 

  becker_drv(!i*4-2,!j)=exinf.@tstat(!j) 

  becker_drv(!i*4-1,!j)=@tdist(exinf.@tstat(!j), !dof1)  

 next !j 

 becker_drv(!i*4,2)=exinf.@regobs*exinf.@jstat 

 if !i=1 then  

  becker_drv(!i*4,2)=0 'does not exist 

 endif 

 if !i=2 then 

  becker_drv(!i*4,4)=1-@cchisq(becker_drv(!i*4,2),12-5) 

 endif 

 if !i>2 then 

  becker_drv(!i*4,4)=1-@cchisq(becker_drv(!i*4,2),1) 

 endif 

next !i 

smpl @all 
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